
Downs Sailing Club      Covic19 operations policy  

 

  

At Downs Sailing Club we are committed to facilitating and promoting the sport of sailing and racing. 
In order to do this at the current time we have to ensure that we comply with the Covid19 
government guidance regarding health, social distancing and hygiene for the safety of our members. 
 

Ensuring that activity can meet public health guidelines 

That means that members can maintain a safe two metre distance, that good hygiene practices are 
in place, that equipment is disinfected regularly, and that it is clear that anyone who is symptomatic 
or suspects they have been exposed to the virus does not take part and remains at home. 
 

Communication 

• The Exec committee will communicate clearly and regularly with members by email and 
facebook or post where appropriate on how the phased opening will take place. 

•  Downs SC will also publish an action plan detailing their plans to re-open safely and the steps 
they are taking on their website.  

• Downs SC will communicate clearly opening times and how people can safely access facilities 
as its phased return is enacted.  

• The Exec officer on the day will be responsible for communicating with members and 
members must comply with any instructions given. 

• We publish on the club notices board the key steps we are taking so that members of the 
community understand how we are operating within government guidance  

 

Timetable 

• The Downs Sc will implement a phased reopening plan only when appropriate, safe to do so 

and following government and RYA guidance (see phased plan.) 

 

Managing large groups 

• The government is clear that sports participation should be restricted to participants 

exercising by themselves, or with members from their same household, or a minimum of 

two metres apart from no more than five member of another household, observing social 

distancing guidelines.  

• For sailing, this means two-man boats can only be sailed by members of their own family 

due to social distancing. 

• Rescue boats will also have to be operated by members of the same family and protective 

face covings worn by safety crews to minimise any risk of transmission during a rescue. 

• Ensure social distancing while rigging and derigging your boat which may require moving it 

away from other boats if they are also in use. 

 

 



Sailing on the Water 

• When sailing is resumed, the numbers on the water at any one time will be restricted 

dependent on safety cover. Therefore, members may need to rotate their time on the 

water. 

• Initial sailing activity will be limited to social sailing. 

• The Exec officer on the day has the authority to stop anyone going out if it is not appropriate 

and to cancel any activity. 

• Club boat hire will be limited to Toppers, lasers and Hartleys and only hired to families or 

individuals who the Exec officer considers able to be self reliant i.e able to rig launch, clean 

down and pack up independently. Boat hire should be paid for remotely by BACs  

Cleaning equipment  

• Following any club session, the exec officer will ensure that any radio is wiped down with a 

antibacterial wipe and replaced in the clubhouse. 

• The Club cleaner will ensure that any high, risk areas are thoroughly cleaned following any 

club session, this will include all switches and door handles,  

• The bridge will be cleaned at the end of the session, this will include any equipment used 

 

 

Maintaining hygiene, through handwashing, sanitisation facilities and toilets 

• Follow the signs and posters regarding handwashing and hygiene procedures  

• Use paper towels provided instead of electric hand driers at this time. 

• Use hand sanitizer when entering and leaving the building 

 

Protective equipment 

• Gloves should be worn when operating the winch or hose. 

• Protective face covering to be worn by safety crews to minimise any risk of transmission. 

• All members must have at least 2 metre ropes attached to front and back of boat sledges 

and their boat to enable assistance as social distancing must be adhered to during launching 

and recovery (see launching and safety guidance). 

• Members must use antibacterial gel when entering and leaving the building.  

 

Entering the building and premises.  

• The club site will only be open to club members who must respect the fact that they can not 

bring guests at this time. 

• The club gate will be left open whilst any club activity is taking place to limit coronavirus 

transmission. 

• Wooden Benches and picknick tables around the club to only be used by members of a 

single household at any one time. 

• The clubhouse will only be open to the exec officer and the officer manning the Bridge when 

appropriate in order to switch on and off winches access radios and club keys. The only 

exception being to access toilets (as below.) 

 

 



Canteen and changing rooms and toilets 

• The Canteen will be closed until further notice, members are welcome to bring their own 
refreshments if they so wish.  

• At a later phase it may be possible to open some kind of canteen facility in which case 
further guidance will be issued. 

• Members should arrive fully changed as the changing rooms will remain closed in-line with 
government guidance. 

• All Indoor facilities, apart from toilets and through-ways will be kept closed.  

• Use of toilets will be strictly one at a time  

• Clear signage will be displayed to show one-way flow and queue management outside the 
building complying with social distancing. 

 

This policy should be read in conjunction with the clubs launching and safety guidance and the 

phased return document. This policy has been produced with reference to the governments 

Coronavirus (COVID-19): guidance on the phased return of sport and recreation.  

Coronavirus (COVID-19): guidance on the phased return of sport and 

recreation   and RYA club guidance Cvid-19. 

 

Downs SC 

Last updated as at 3rd June 2020 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-guidance-on-phased-return-of-sport-and-recreation?utm_source=efdfb3de-a790-4a69-b272-18c0c54f3b31&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=govuk-notifications&utm_content=immediate
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-guidance-on-phased-return-of-sport-and-recreation?utm_source=efdfb3de-a790-4a69-b272-18c0c54f3b31&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=govuk-notifications&utm_content=immediate

